CRAW / Lucent Distinguished Lecture Series 2000-01

Mary Baker
(Stanford University)
Communications for Mobile People
U.C. Berkeley, Sept. 7
Univ. of Washington, Nov. 2

Barbara Liskov
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Persistent Object Repositories in Distributed Systems
Univ. of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Nov. 6

Kathryn McKinley
(University of Massachusetts)
Improving Memory Performance for Java
CMU, Dec 7
U.C. Irvine, Feb. 9, 2001

Margaret Martonosi
(Princeton University)
Power-Efficient Computers: Modeling and Architecture Techniques
Univ. of Massachusetts, Nov. 16

Jessica Hodgins
(Carnegie Mellon University)
Animating with Simulation
Texas A&M, Nov. 15
Univ. of Virginia, Dec. 6

Margo Seltzer
(Harvard University)
Operating System Extensibility to Improve Application Performance and Functionality
Univ. of Toronto, Dec 1

Lori Pollock
(University of Delaware)
Program Testing of Object-oriented Systems
Duke, Apr. 25, 2000

Katherine Yelick
(University of California, Berkeley)
System Support for Data Intensive Applications
Univ. Of Washington, May 22, 2000

Valerie Taylor
(Northwestern University)
Prophesy: An Infrastructure for Performance Analysis and Modeling of Distributed Applications
Univ. of Mississippi & Mississippi Valley State, Jan 18, 2001

Jeanette Wing
(Carnegie Mellon University)
Survivability Analysis of Networked Systems
Cornell, Jan 25, 2001